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History of the First Bedford Numismatic Society 

(1946-1948) 
 

D.J. Gaunt† and Gary Oddie 
 

Introduction 
 
Along with many local societies, the Bedford Numismatic Society once produced its own small journal. Volume 

8 of the ‘Sovereign’ was issued in the autumn of 1986 to coincide with the 20th anniversary of the Society. This 

included an article about the formation of a short-lived Bedford Numismatic Society in the 1940s.(1) The note is 

reproduced in full here, with further notes and references added afterwards. 
 

 

Notes and References 
 
(1) D.J. Gaunt. History of the First BNS. Bedford Numismatic Society Journal, The Sovereign, volume 8, 

Autumn 1986, p6. 
 
(2) Societies listed include: ‘The Royal NS, The British NS , Yorkshire NS, Kent NS, Lancashire NS, 

Lincolnshire NS, Medway Towns NS, Association of Australian Numismatists, New Zealand NS, NS 

of South Australia, South African NS, American NS, American Numismatic Association’, along with 

the comment that England is very short of local numismatic societies or coin clubs.  

‘With the large increase in the number of collectors we feel that clubs could be started in many towns 

or districts, Especially, Birmingham, Bristol, Bournemouth and Devonshire.’ SCMB, no 339, December 

1945 p2. 
 
(3) ‘A meeting recently held in the Bunyan Room of the Bedford Public Library, agreed on the formation 

of a Numismatic Society. The objects of the Society are to encourage and promote Numismatic Science 

"There is a stir of fresh life in these studies (Numismatics) and it is a joy to see people responding to it in 

many places” so wrote the President of the Royal Numismatic Society, Harold Mattingly in his letter of 

congratulations to the newly formed Bedford Numismatic Society in 1946. 
 
A look in B A Seaby's Coin & Medal Bulletin for 1945 shows that thirteen societies are listed in its ‘Directory 

Of Numismatic Societies’ (five being provincial)(2) and in the following year 1946, nineteen (eight provincial 

including Bedford and neighbouring Cambridge).(3) 

 
Ten people attended a meeting at the Bedford public Library on 25th January 1946 when it was unanimously 

agreed that there was a place for such a society in Bedford and that one should be formed. Mr Richard Turner 

was elected President for the year and Mr A C King consented to act as Honorary Secretary. Others present 

were Rev H C Perry, F W Kuhlicke, Dr Ogilvie, Capt Hoppe, C M Jarvis, G A Pickett, W E Barber and C 

Keech. Suitable rooms had already been sought and the meeting was informed that permission had been 

obtained from the headmaster to use the library room of the Modern School Museum for future meetings 

which were to be held fortnightly. 
 
The first meeting was held on Wednesday 6th February when the President Richard Turner gave a talk 

entitled ‘How Weights and Measures were derived from the Saxon Coinage’ while Mr F W Kuhlicke 

followed this up in March with his talk 'The Herald and the Numismatist’. A synopsis of both talks appeared 

in subsequent issues of the Seaby Coin & Medal Bulletin.(4,5) Meanwhile the society has become a corporate 

member of the Kent Numismatic Society having received much helpful advice from them regarding the 

general running of such a society and no doubt finding their monthly newsletter of great interest. I have 

several copies and although only a single A4 size sheet it must have been one of the very few and valued 

numismatic society communications available the Bedford members at this time. 
 
The Secretary Mr Arthur King (the former President of the present society) who is now in his eighties and 

still very active tells me that after such favourable beginnings interest gradually waned and by 1948 the lack 

of members forced its closure.(6) 
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in all its branches; particularly in connection with coins, medals and tokens of Bedford; archaeology, 

history, heraldry, art and genealogy, in so far as they respectively affect numismatics, and to assist in 

the formation of a representative collection of coins, medals and tokens for the local Museum.’ The 

This SCMB also includes correspondence regarding the formation of societies at; Birmingham, 

Bournemouth,  Cambridge, Lincolnshire along with the programme for the long-established Yorkshire 

NS. SCMB, no 340, March 1946, p4. 
 
(4) Summary of R. Turner’s talk. ‘Our Weights and Measures’. SCMB, no. 341, April 1946, p2. 
 
(5) Summary of F.W. Kuhlicke’s talk. ‘The Herald and the Numismatist (In reference to Great Britain)’. 

SCMB, no. 342, July 1946, pp8-9.  
 
(6) The Bedford NS is listed in the ‘Directory of Numismatic Societies’ SCMB, no. 344, November-

December 1946, p2. It appears in the Directory again in SCMB, no. 352, September 1947, p342, and 

finally in SCMB, no. 357, February 1948, p50. No other records of the meetings have been found. 
 
It is very interesting to see how B.A. Seaby planted the seeds of many Numismatic Societies and Coin Clubs, 

probably by just looking through their address book and noting where there were concentrations of collectors 

and making the suggestion that gatherings of like-minded people would be beneficial for the hobby. Quite a few 

Numismatic Societies can be traced back to the announcement in the December 1945 issue of SCMB. 

 


